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Abstract. Most of the ontology learning research works focus on extraction of concepts
and taxonomic relations. This paper presents a method to use dependency syntactic
information together with statistic information to automatically identify non-taxonomic
relations and suggest relation labels for Chinese domain ontology based on Web news
corpus. Concept instances are extracted out based on two patterns as the first step. Then
system takes the domain corpus, concepts and concept instances as input. The input
instances can help to find more objects sentences which may contain relation label verbs.
Four different types of verbs are defined to help extract labels of non-taxonomic relations.
A confidence score function is defined to compute verb scores. Verbs that contain the
same sense are combined into a label set, and the sum of each verb score in the set acts
as the label score. All label sets of each non-taxonomic relationship are ranked according
to the label scores. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords: Ontology learning, Concept population, Non-taxonomic relation learning,
Dependency structure

1. Introduction. Ontology plays an important role in fulfilling semantic interoperability,
and it is the core of Semantic Web. Therefore, in recent years many research works focus
on ontology building, learning and population.

Ontology learning (OL) and population aims at automatic or semi-automatic ontology
construction, which can save more time and resources than manual ontology building.
Natural language processing, machine learning, information extraction and text mining
methods are often combinedly used in three main tasks: concept extraction, taxonomic
relation extraction, and non-taxonomic relation extraction. The data source for ontology
learning can be structured, semi-structured, and non-structured data. Non-structured
data can be easily obtained from WWW, and lots of useful information and semantic
information is hidden in the natural language texts. Information extraction (IE) tech-
niques can automatically extract information from text, such as identifying named enti-
ties, and finding various predefined semantic relations between pairs of entities, which are
the very similar tasks with the OL. Therefore, IE techniques can naturally be used for
non-structured data OL.

There are already many ontology learning tools and systems available now [1-6]. Meth-
ods in the fields of information extraction, machine learning, and natural language pro-
cessing are often used or combinedly used to solve ontology learning problem. All the
methods can be classified into three types, statistics-based method, linguistic method,
and hybrid method. Statistics-based methods, such as clustering and Latent Semantic
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Analysis, are often used for the tasks of concept extraction and taxonomic relation ex-
traction [7]. Linguistic-based methods include part of speech (POS) tagging, syntactic
structure analysis, and language model, and can be used in all sub-tasks of ontology
learning [8]. In recent years, hybrid-based methods are widely used in ontology learn-
ing, especially in the complex tasks such as non-taxonomic relation learning and axioms
learning [9-11].

Non-taxonomic relation learning is considered to be one of the most challenging tasks
in ontology learning, and is often neglected. Wong et al. [9] present an ontology learning
framework based on a multi-phase correlation search strategy to learning non-taxonomic
relations. Concept pairs are allowed to be located in different sentences. Association rule
mining which is one of the most well-known data mining techniques is used to identify
concepts. Pattern-based method is used to extract relation labels. Serra and Girardi [12]
use NLP and statistic methods to extract non-taxonomic relations semiautomatically.
Several constraints are defined to extract candidate relationships. Two statistic solutions
are used in refinement process. Villaverde et al. [13] propose a semiautomatic method
to discover and label non-taxonomic relations. Syntactic structure information and de-
pendency information among concepts are analyzed to find candidate relation pairs and
labels. A constraint that two concepts are separated by no more than N terms is made
to ensure concept pairs have high probability to have semantic relationship. Association
rules are used to suggest the candidate concept relationships. Sanchez and Moreno [14]
present a new approach for learning non-taxonomic relations from Web. Domain relevant
verbs are extracted out firstly, and then combined with domain key words to construct
extraction patterns. The verbs act as the labels of non-taxonomic relationshiops naturally.
They also propose an evaluation method that evaluates the results against WordNet.

This paper proposes an automatic method for concept population and non-taxonomic
relation learning from Chinese Domain Web news corpus. A set of domain-relative con-
cepts and domain-specific texts corpus are collected as input of the system. Firstly,
concept instances are extracted in concept population process. Then, concept pairs which
may have non-taxonomic relationships are identified using statistic information. Finally,
verbs are extracted out and act as the labels of the non-taxonomic relations based on
dependency syntactic information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methods
that are used in our system. Section 3 discusses the evaluation results. Concluding
remarks are made in Section 4.

2. Our Method.

2.1. Dependency tree structure. In this paper, dependency parser is used to parse
the sentences, and to find the dependency relationship between two words. Dependency
grammar can describe the relationship of two words directly. And the dependency rela-
tionship has direction: a word depends on another, except the root word of the sentence.
Dependency grammar emphasizes the relationship between words. And dependency rela-
tion types can be mapped into semantic expression naturally.

2.2. Concept population. Domain concepts and concept instances are two different
things. Some research works which focus on concept relations extraction often collect do-
main relative concepts and concept instances as input, since they can help to capture more
candidate concept pairs by using both concepts and instances. However, constructing the
domain concepts set is already not a trivial task, and it will be a very tedious process to
construct concept instances set manually. Therefore, the first step of this project is to
extract concept instances automatically.

We use a pattern-based linguistic method to extract concept instances. Two patterns
are built based on word POS and dependency relationship.
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The first pattern is called ATT-based pattern, where ATT is the dependency relation
type name of “attribute”. A string I will be extracted out if I = i1, i2, . . . , in is a sub-
string of sentence with the beginning or ending word to be a certain concept, and all the
other words have ATT dependency relationship with concept word. The second pattern is
called SBV VOB-based pattern, where SBV and VOB are the dependency relation type
names of “subject-verb” and “verb-object” respectively. In this pattern, concept instance
contains just one word; instance and concept are connected by SBV and VOB relations,
and act as subject and object in the string I respectively. At the same time, all the
extracted words should be nouns, but not labeled by POS tag “n”, since we believe the
concept instances are different from the general nouns words. Therefore, we only focus on
the following POS tags: “ni”, organization name; “nl”, location noun; “ns”, geographical
name; “nt”, temporal noun; “nz”, other proper noun; “nd”, direction noun; “nh”, person
name. For each concept, many candidate instances can be extracted out and divided into
several groups according to the different POS tags described above. The group that has
the biggest amount is identified as the real concept instances set.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the examples of these two patterns. Concepts are marked
by dotted box. Chinese sentence is translated into English word by word without thinking
about grammar.

ATT

ATT

ATT

coach Chunming Liu Tianjin Taida club

(a) (b)
 

Figure 1. Example of ATT-based pattern

SBV ATT

VOB

Ting Zhou as main player

VOB

appearances
 

Figure 2. Example of SBV VOB-based pattern

2.3. Candidate relationship identification. A simple statistics-based method is used
to identify the candidate concept pairs. Sentences are considered to be analysis units.
Two concepts are identified as a candidate relationship when the frequency of their co-
occurrence in the same sentence is above a given threshold. Synonym sets are used instead
of concepts to increase the matching rates.

2.4. Non-taxonomic relation label extration. Verbs in the sentence often act as the
relation labels of non-taxonomic relations. In this paper, dependency structure infor-
mation is used to help find out the most appropriate verb labels. Because we believe
verbs that have dependency relationship with concepts have more important role than
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the verbs just located between two concepts. In order to capture more verbs, we collect
all the concepts and the instances extracted in previous step as the input.

Four different verb types are defined as follows, and four corresponding verb sets are
extracted out for each candidate relationship.

VB: Verbs located between the two concepts of a candidate relationship.
OVB: Only verb between the two concepts.
CFV: If the nearest common ancestor is verb in the sub-dependency tree of the concept

pair.
CFVB: If the nearest common ancestor is verb and located between the two concepts

in the sentence.
Therefore, for each candidate relationship we can obtain a verb set V .

V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} = V B
∪

OV B
∪

CFV
∪

CFV B

A score function is defined to compute the confidence score of each vi.

Score(vi) =
∑

set∈{V B
∪

OV B
∪

CFV
∪

CFV B}

feqset(vi)

where feqset(vi) is the frequency of vi in set.
After we get the score for each verb, then the verbs which contain the same semantic

sense are combined as a verb label set Lj ∈ L = {L1, L2, . . . , Lm}. The confidence score
of each label set Lj is computed as the sum of verb scores in the label set.

V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} = {L1, L2, . . . , Lm}

L Score(Lj) =
∑

vi∈Lj

Score(vi)

All the label sets of each concept pair are ranked according to L Score. The top 3 label
sets are returned to users as the non-taxonomic relation labels.

3. Evaluation. We focus on the domain of football game. Total 2600 Web documents
about the competition news of China Football Association Super League (CSL) are col-
lected as the domain corpus. 42 domain concepts are used as input of non-taxonomic
relation learning system. 19 candidate relationships are identified since the co-occurrence
frequencies are above 100 which is the threshold value we set. We use HIT-SCIR Lan-
guage Technology Platform (LTP) [15] as dependency parser. The synonym sets building
and semantic sense searching are based on Hownet [16,17] which is a lexical database and
semantic repository for Chinese language.

3.1. Concept population results. We use our method to extract instances for concepts
“教练” (“coach”), “球队” (“team”), “球员” (“player”) and “裁判” (“referee”). The
extracted results are shown in Table 1. The number of extracted instances contains the
redundant items. We only care about the precision of the extraction, since the purpose
of instance extraction is to help find out non-taxonomic relation labels. Because of the
Chinese grammar habits, most of the time, ATT-based pattern receives better results
than SBV VOB-based pattern.

3.2. Non-taxonomic relation label extraction results. Table 2 shows the part of
non-taxonomic relation learning results. Domain expert was asked to rate the candidate
label sets as “good” or “bad”. We can observe that there are often more than one “good”
label sets for each concept pair. Using label set can improve the performance of the
system, because the results are ranked by label scores instead of single verb scores. For
example, the noisy verb “加上” (“add”) has a high verb score, the second high score;
however, it is ranked as the third label set according to label scores.
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Table 1. Concept population results

Concept Pattern #Extracted #Correct Precision

教练 (“Coach”)
ATT-based 960 946 98.5%

SBV VOB-based 79 72 91.1%

球队 (“Team”)
ATT-based 763 722 94.6%

SBV VOB-based 68 66 97.0%

球员 (“Player”)
ATT-based 321 314 97.8%

SBV VOB-based 276 255 92.4%

裁判 (“Referee”)
ATT-based 140 138 98.6%

SBV VOB-based 22 12 54.5%

Table 2. Non-taxonomic relation learning results

Concept Pair Label Set Common Sense Score
Label
Rating

教练, 球队 1. 担任 (“served as”) 担任 (“served as”) 43 Good
“Coach”, “Team” 担任 (“served as”) 28

兼任 (“concurrently served as”) 12
兼 (“concurrently served as”) 3

2. 执教 (“coaching”) 从事 (“engaged in”) 25 Good
执教 (“coaching”) 15
参加 (“participate”) 7
参与 (“participate”) 3

3. 加上 (“add”) 增加 (“increase”) 20 Bad
加上 (“add”) 20

教练, 球员 1. 领 (“lead”) 引导 (“guide”) 31 Good
“Coach”, “Player” 领 (“lead”) 12

带领 (“lead”) 10
带 (“lead”) 9

2. 当 (“as”) 担任 (“served as”) 19 Good
当 (“as”) 10

担任 (“served as”) 7
兼 (“concurrently served as”) 2

3. 训练 (“training”) 训练 (“training”) 16 Good
训练 (“training”) 16

球队, 球员 1. 比赛 (“match”) 比赛 (“match”) 85 Bad
“Team”, “Player” 比赛 (“match”) 85

2. 成为 (“become”) 成为 (“become”) 61 Bad
成为 (“become”) 61

3. 引进 (“introduce”) 引进 (“introduce”) 47 Good
引进 (“introduce”) 47

4. Conclusions. This paper proposes a new method of non-taxonomic relation learning
and concept population. Concept instances are extracted out and together with concepts
as the input of system to help find more object sentences. Dependency information
combined with statistic information is used to find appropriate verbs to act as relation
labels. Although the precision of concept population is not very high, it helps to obtain
more analysis objects. Therefore, more verbs which may become labels are extracted out
to help improve the performance of the system.

In the future, more evaluations and comparisons have to be conducted. And more
complex patterns are needed to improve the precision of concepts instance extraction.
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